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THE DEVELOPMENT
OF

THE DOCTRINE OF CONTAGIUM VIVUM,

1500—1750.

A PRELIMINARY SKETCH.

The conception of living contagion is one the roots of which may be traced far back into

the dawn of medicine. It has, indeed, like many other scientific ideas, appeared more than
once, only to disappear again. Thus, among the classical writers of Rome and Greece, we
find a distinct tradition of creatures, minute and even “ invisible,” bringing disease from
marshy land. Although among these writers, the idea of contagion is usually absent, we
have here, nevertheless, the basic element of our doctrine.

Omitting these and other dim and isolated gropings towards the doctrine of the living
nature of contagion, we pass at once to the period of the European Revival of learning.
There was, in the fifteenth century, already available a rational classification of the pheno-
mena of infection. Thus, in a verse of the school of Salerno, we read that, in order to escape
the infection of smallpox, “children should avoid touching the contagion of the disease

—

viz., (1) the sick person, (2) the breath of the sick, and (3) the clothes, coverings, garments,
and such clean bodies as he may have infected” (a). Here we have a clear classification of the
three types of infection—by contact, at a distance, and by fomites. Such a classification was at
least implied by numerous Renaissance writers, among whom we may instance Alexander
Benedictus, of Yerona, 1497 (6), and Johannes Widman or Salicetus of Tubingen, 1501 (c).

A third who gave a somewhat similar classification was Philip Beroaldus, in his work on
“Earthquake and Pestilence” of 1510 (d). Beroaldus sets forth the degrees of contagion with
some clearness, and certain passages read as though he had a dim idea of a “ contagium
vivum.” The early writer, however, who, before all others, placed the theory of infectious
diseases on a firm and rational foundation, was Jerome Eracastor, whose work, “ De Conta-
gione,” appeared in 1546, and marked an era in the History of Medicine.

It is not necessary to say anything here in detail concerning Fracastor’s work (e). He
distinguished clearly the three types of infection, and established the word “fomes” in its

modern sense. He differentiated a mere poison which cannot multiply itself, from an

(rt) For drawing our attention to this passage we have to thank Dr. A. C. Klehs. See that author’s paper on
“The Historic Evolution of Variolation.” Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin XXIV., No. 265, Martfh 1913,
p. 70.

’

{h) ALESSANDRO BENEDICTO. Quinque Libri de Febribus. Liber Quintus. De Observatione in Pesti-
lentia. Venice, 1497.

(c) JOHANNES SALICETUS. Tractatus de Pestilentia. Tubingen, 1501.
(d) PHILIPO BEROALDO. De Terremotu et Pestilentia cum Annotamentis Galeni. Addita est explicatum in

Annotamentie Galeni dictionum Tabula, 1510.

(e) HIERONYMO FRACASTORO. De Sympathia et Antipathia Rerum Liber Unus de Contagione et Conta-
giosis Morbis et Curatione Libri III., Venice, 1546.
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infection wliicli can do so. To explain the latter phenomenon, as well as the passage of an infec-

tion over an intermediate space, or by means of fomites, he revived an atomic conception of

Lucretius, and regarded infective bodies as “seminaria,” emitting “semina” of disease. Pro-
bably tliese words had not for Pracastor the full significance that has since been attributed to

him, or rather it may be better expressed that, like all great writers, his meaning was deeper
than he himself realised.

PracastQi’s works were widely read from the very date of their publication, but it was
more than a century before his brilliant insight into the essential nature of infectious

diseases led to further definite progress. Indeed, for three centuries following Pracastor’

s

death, the views generally held were retrograde as compared to his. The great majority of

writers of the sixteenth century who quote him (with or without acknowledgment) are mere
copyists and adtl nothing to the conceptions of the master, and it is probable that, with
the exception of a small school at the beginning of the eighteenth century and a few writers

of earlier date, Pracastor’ s work was never fulfy understood until modern times, it would
be impossible here to mention even a tithe of those sixteenth-century writers on the plague
and other infectious diseases who owed their theories entirely to Pracastor. Among those who
comi)ieheuded him more thoroughly may be mentioned thq botanist, Andrea Matthioli (1564)
{a), who ajjplies the theory specially to rabies, Prancisco fJoccalino (155G) (6), Jacob Zovelli

(1657) (c), Gabriel Ayala (1502) (t/), Jerome Donzellino (157U) (e), Antonio Saracenus (1572)

(/), Philip Ingrassias (15iG) (</), and Andrea (iratiolo di Salo (157G) (h). Especial mention
may be made of Le Paulmier de Grentemesmil ‘(i), who, in 1578, reapplied Pracastor’s views
to Syphilis, and Jerome Mercurialis ()), who followed Pracastor very closely and spoke of him
as “the first who opened men’s eyes to the nature of contagion.”

In a few works of the sixteenth century there are certain additions to the conceptions of

I'racastor, though it is often difhcult or impossibfe to trace such suggestions to their true

source. Thus, the great name of Jerome Cardan may be associated with the suggestion that
the seeds of disease are truly living, and reproduce their kind after the manner of minute
living animals (1557) (T). Cardan regarded the inorganic world as animated no less than
the organic, while in his suggestions that all animals were originally worms and that all

creation is of the nature of a progressive development, we may clearly discern the germinal
ideas of modern conceptions.

Suggestions similar to those of Cardan, but bearing even more directly on the subject in
hand, were made by Victor de Pouagentibus (155G), who freely compared the generation and
conveyance of fevers to the putrefactive processes wJiich produce “worms” in corpses (Z). De
Ponagentibus shows considerable grasp of Pracastor’s theories in dealing with the question
of fomites, and invokes Scabies especially in this connection. Another follower of Cardan
was Gabriel Pallopius (m) (15G4), who connected the living and exhaled corpuscles more espe-

cially with phthisis and syi)hilis. One passage in the work of this writer might
be interpreted as implying a knowledge of the corpuscles of the blood which
he regarded as exhaled in the disease. This and similar passages were a stumbling-
block to the early miscroscopists of the following century, many of whom interpreted
the blood corpuscles, which they really did see, in the light of the hypotheti-
cal corpuscles of Pallopius, Pracastor and others. The lines in question in Pallopius’
book may be translated as follows:—“Every contagious disease spreads itself

throughout the whole infected substance. Thus, in plitliisis, this force of contagion is con-

(«) PETRA ANDREA MATTHIOLI. Comnientarii in Libris Sex Pedacii Dioscoridis. Venice, 1554.

(5) FRANCISCO BOCCALINO. De Causis Peetilentia. Venice, 1556.

(c) JACOPO ZOVELLI. De Pestilentia etatie in Quo, Quicquid ad Peetem Cuianduiii. Venice, 1557.

(il) GABRIEL AYALA. De Lue Pestilentie Elegiarum liber uiiue. Antwerp, 1562.

((') HIERONYMO DONZELLINO. De Natura, Caueis et Legitima Curatione Febris Pestilentie. Venice, 1570.

if) iJ. ANTONIUS SARACENUS. De Peste Commentarius in quo pra/Ster pestis naturae, praecautionis etiam
atque curationis ipsius uberiorem explioationem, non ]jauca quae super eadem materia hoc nostro seculo &
coelo in contentionem plerumque veniunt obiter strictemque tractantur. Lyons, 1572.

(p) GIOVANI PHILIPO INGRASSIAS. Informatione Del Pestifero & Contagioso Morbo il quale allligge et

have afllictu queeta litta di Palermo e motre altre citta e Terre di questo Regno di Sicilia nell ’Anno 1575 et

1576. Data ^o invurrissimo et Poteetissimo Re de Spagna, 1576.

(A) ANDREA GRATIOLO DI SALO. Discorso di Peste...con un Catologo di tutte le Peste piu notabili de
tempi passati. Venice, 1576.

(i) JUL. PALMARIUS (LE PAULMIER DE GRENTEMESNIL). De Morbis Contagiosie libri septem
De Lue Venerea Libri duo. Paris, 1578.

(;) HIERONYMO MERCURIALI. Leotiones Patavii habitu 1577 in quibus de Peste tractatur. De
peste in Univei'siun, praesertim vero de Veneta & Patavina. Praelectiones Pat. erudites. Venice, 1577.

(A) JEROME CARDAN. De Rerum varietate Basel, 1557 ; see also the same author’s De Subtiltate Beruin Basel,

1558, and also the much earlier De Malo Precentiorum Medioorum medendi usi Libellus, Venice, 1536, for

animated effluvia. T(he inter-relationship of the work of Cardan and Fracastor requires further- investigation.

(1) VICTOR DE BONAGENTIBUS or DE BONAGENS. Decern Problemata de Peste. Venice, 1556.

(ill) GABRIEL FALLOPIUS. De Morbo GaRico Trac-tatus. 1564.
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veyecl by tlie vapour which comes from the lunQ-s. This vapour contains certain miinite

corpuscles of the blood, which issue forth witli the breath, and are spread by the circum-
ambient air. So they are attracted to the lungs of another, and if they thus reach a suitable

soil, they infect it and communicate the disease.”

Yery numerous writers of the sixteenth century contributed to corrupt and few to develop
the original doctrine of seminaria as set forth by Cardan and Fracastor. One of the clearest

and best enunciations is that of a certain Jerome Neuman (a), in a commendably short
thesis at the TJniversity of Wittemberg in 1593. Speaking of the way in which the contagion
of smallpox and other infectious diseases is conveyed, he tells us that “we may attribute it

to certain verv minute corpuscles beyond the reach of sight, though themselves the very
seeds of the diseases. Diffused through the body, they are communicated to another person
by means of fomites, or may be at a distance i . . and in this way from a single focus
may be dispersed among many.”

At the end of the sixteenth century and in the first half of the seventeenth several

diverse currents of thought served to give a more definite and lucid direction to speculations
on the subject of the nature of contagion. It was from the ultimate convergence of these
various currents that gave rise to oiir modern theory of living contagion. First and foremost
in importance among these early tendencies, though last in date, must be placed the teach-
ing of the philosopher Descartes. His revival of the atomic theory of matter and his con-
ception of atoms as vortices made it possible for a new and more definite idea to be formed
of minute masses beyond the reach of sisrht and toiich, and thus stimulated speculation
along the lines suggested by Cardan and Fracastor.

Again, the use of the magnifying glass and, at a later stage, of the compound micro-
scope revealed to many the existence of infinite numbers and varieties of animate creatures
that had previously been visible only to the sharpest eyes. We do not here allude to the true
microscopic revelations which date from the improvement of the microscope, simple and
compound, about the middle of the seventeenth century, but rather to the more elementary
observations of small insects and worms which were assisted and confirmed rather than re-

vealed by the magnifying glass. Thus, as early as 1508, and before the appearance of
Cardan’s works, Alexander Benedictus (h), a townsman of Fracastor, had given accounts of
minute “lumhrici” in cheese, teeth, lungs, kidneys and skin. He appears to have been quite
familiar with living creatures as a cause of disease, and he certainlv knew of the organism of
scabies. The Acarus Scabiei was, indeed, known to very many sixteenth-century writers—
Paracelsus and Ambrose Pare among them—and Sir Theodore de Mayerne, in his preface to
Mouffet’s Insectorum Theatrum (r) (written about 1590 and published lOOdb tells us how he
was accustomed to observe the little creature with a magnifying glass. “If you will take,”
says Mayerne. “lenticular optick glasses of Crystal, (for though you have Lynx his eyes, they
are necessary in searching for Atoms) you will admire to see . . . the Fleas that are cura-
sheers, and their . . . hollow triink to torture men, which is a bitter plague to maids

. . yqu shall see the eyes of the Lice sticking forth, and their horns, their bodies crannied
all over, their whole substance diaphanous, and, through that, the motion of their heart and
blood as if it floted in Euripvft. . . . Also little Handworms which are indivisible, they
are so small, being with a needle prickt forth from their trenches near the pool of water which
thev have made in the skin, and being laid upon one’s nail, will discover by the sunlight
their red heads and feet thev creep withal.” Mouffet himgeH refers to these acari as “the
smallest of living creatures.” He compares them to the mites of cheese, and correctly
distinguishes them from the Pediculi.

' Indeed, the idea of acari as giving rise to the itch was at this time very much commoner
than is perhaps usually realised, and had passed from professional writers into the popular
tongue. Thus, the association of atoms and itch-mites (d) with scabies is encountered in

{a) HIERONYMUS NUMMANUS. De Variolis and MorbilLis. Wittemberg, Sept. 27th, 1593.

(6) ALESSANDRO BENEDICTO. Omnium a Vertice ad Calcem Morborum eigna, causae, indieationes et reme-
diorum eompoeitiones utendique rationes generatim libris XXX. eonscripti. 1508.

(n) THOMAS MOUFFET, “ Insectorum sive Minimorum Animalium Theatrum.” THie original MS. of this work,
written about 1590, is now in the British Museum (Sloane MS. 4014, with engraved portrait). THie work fell

into the hands of Mayerne and was published by him in 1634. A beautifully translated English version of the
work and of Mayerne’s preface, from which the above quotation is made, appeared from the hand of J(ohn)
R(owlaud) in 1658 as “the Theatre of Insects or lesser living creatures.”

(f/) It is interesting in this connexion to observe that the word mite is probably derived from a GoMiic root mei-,
to cut or divide, and the original connotation of the words mite and atom, which in the seventeenth cen-
tury were often interchangeable, is really similar. Both words imply a fragment of matter so far broken iqj that
its further division is impossible.
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a charming' passage in Romeo and Juliet (Act I., sc. iv.), first published in 1597, where Mer-
cutio says :

—
O, then, I see Queen Mab has been with you.

She is the fairies’ midwife
;
and she comes

In shape no bigger than an agate-stone
On the fore-finger of an alderman.
Drawn with a team of little atomies.

Her waggoner, a small grey-coated gnat,
yot half so hiq as a ro'inid little 'worm
Fricl'ed from the lazy finger of a maid (a).

And in this state she gallops night by night,

U’er ladies’ lips, who straight on kisses dream;
T17n’c/? oft the angry ]\fah with blisters plagues.

Tlie infliience of current theories on the lay mind may also be seen in a book of Mon-
conys, written about 1629 (h). In the course of this work he describes the custom of “capri-

fication” as practised in the Greek islands, and he tells how the women gather wild figs and
lay tlieni to decay on trees of the cultivated variety. This is iVIonconys’ admirable explana-
tion of the custom. “Nature,” he writes, “has provided all animals and plants with an
infinite number of minute invisible insects, wliich are for the purpose of sucking and drawing
forth the corruption and im])urities incident on vital ])rocesses. They are like the emunc-
tories of Nature, and if, by some disturbance, these little living atoms increase and multiply
praeternaturally, then epidemics arise which cause mortality among their hosts.

“There have, indeed, been observed in the buboes of the plague-stricken, immense num-
bers of these insects which, taking wing, convey the infection far and wide. It is probable
that similar minute insects remove foreign and excrementitious matter from the figs, and
thus get rid of the very ])rinciple of putrefaction, and so after this the fruit remains attached
to the tree until it is perfected” (c).

Monconys also definitely makes the suggestion •»that figs have sexes, and that insects

take a part, in their fertilization, and he comes very close to the modern view of caprifica-

tion which recards the development of the fig as aided bv the entrance of minute hymenop-
tera through the terminal pore. The process has. therefore, definite analogies with infection.

Surprising as seems the originalitv of ^lonconys’ views, he may have derived them, in part
at least, from Cesalpinus, who had .spoken of a “halitus” or emanation from the male plant
fertilising the female (d). Monconys, however, had certainly the ])riority of Nehemiah
Grew (e) and of Thomas "Millington, who are usually regarded as the founders in modern times
of the sexual theory in plants.

While speculation such as we have illustrated from iMouffet and Monconys was con-
cerned with the nature and meaning of minute living creatures, another o-roup of ideas was
asserting itself and assistimr to develop and clarifv the prevalent conceptions of the nature of

infection. These ideas dealt with the nature of fennents and their relation to infective
processes.

Prom earliest times an association had been observed between putrefaction and fevers.

Aforeover, some exact knowledge was available as to the phenomena of fermentation.
Thus, among Hebrew writers, considerable attention had been paid to the nature of leaven,
from the importance of that subject in the celebration of the Passover. In a remarkable
passage in the Talmud ( f) the process of reproduction and putrefaction are brought into
comparison. Amonor Christian writers also the importance and nature of wine in the
celebration of the Communion had given rise to an extensive theological literature. Early

(a) At this date it wae customary to treat scabies bv the removal of each .separate acarus with a needle. So
laborious a process was naturallv as a rule far from complete.

(h) DE MONCOXYS. “Journal des Vovages,” Paris 1647. Posthumously published by bis son.

(c) Caprifieation, and its kindred custom Palmification. are of immeasurable antiquity. They are mentioned bv
Herodotus, and were apparently known to the Ecvptians. Hebrews, Greeks and Babylonians. The impor-
tance of insects in the process was realized bv Plinv. The sexual dharacter of plants wes also entertained
at a very early date, and is referred to bv Aristotle, Theophrastus and Plinv among others. The association
of fies and plasue was probably suasested to Monconvs bv Isaiah xxxviii., 21, or by Jeremiah xxiv.

ANDREAS CESALPINO. De Plantis libri XVI. Florence, 1583.
tfi) NEHEMIAH DREW. Anatomy of Plants. London, 1682, and previous papers before the Eoyal Society.

If) Pirke Aboth III, 1.
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in the sixteenth century Paracelsus had realized that digestive processes were of

a chemical nature, and drew an analogy between digestion and fermentation. Later writers
on alchemy regard concoction, digestion and fermentation as more or less interchangeable-
terms, applicable to any process in which effervescence or other form of chemical energy is

markedly exhibited. With this list of ill-defined processes putrefaction became early asso-

ciated. The analogy between putrefaction and fermentation is fairly obvious even to a non-
scientific observer, and the confusion thus became deeper.

Another set of ideas that had its bearing on the nature of putrefaction and fermenta-
tion was very familiar to mediaeval minds. To them the resurrection after death was cer-

tainly more vivid and immanent, if not more real, than in these times, and was, indeed,
regarded as a direct physical phenomenon. The worms in the decaying corpse, the bees in the
carcase of Samson’s lion, and scores of other trite and well-worn illustrations of the visible

production of life from corruption occur in much scientifically barren literature, as well as

in technical medical works.* Towards the end of the sixteenth century these conceptions
were woven together with those of fermentation and putrefaction by more than one author.

In particular Andrea Bacci (circ. 1540 to circ. 1600), a writer now altogether forgotten,

gained a clarity of view distinctly ahead of his age in dealing with the nature of fermen-
tation. Bacci was professor of botany at Rome between 1567 and 1600, and physician to

Sixtus V. He was a man of very considerable learning and antiquarian tastes. On medical
subjects he wrote little, but, like his successor, Redi, and his predecessor, Fracastor, he had
a foible for treating—in a literary sense—the subject of wines {a). He bad marked literary

gifts, and his works contain passages of real beauty. One of these passages we here render.
It contains the first clear attempt to demonstrate the organized basis of a ferment, and,
though we know now that the nematode which finds a home in vinegar has no part in the
fermentative process, yet Bacci, in his general conclusions, is not so very far from modern
conceptions of the subject.

“In all vinegar you will find an immense progeny of tiny worms—atoms indeed, but
living atoms. In the process of preparing a certain drug by moistening a handful of quick-
linie with vinegar, I saw myriads of little creatures germinating there. . . . It is my
opinion that in that part which is regarded as merely sediment resides the whole strength of
vinegar. This virtue seems to me to consist of the worms themselves, formed from the very
dregs of the vinegar, which, by reason of their infinite pqwers of propagation, really teems
with life. . . . Furthermore, vinegar, when boiled, was found to be purged of its worms.
I noticed, however, that by this process it was entirely deprived of its virtue, and was clouded
and had lost its acidity, an observation which anyone may repeat.

“But here another problem presents itself, viz., if there can be the same power and virtue
in vinegar, whether formed by the degeneration of putrefied wine or by wine that has lost its

strength. For my own part, I hold that ultimate qualities of things cannot be inferred
from their origin, and I abandon the usual philosophical position that corruption and genera-
tion are of different orders. Nay, rather tbe contrary is the case. Thus, from any putrid
matter a re-creation takes its rise—a thing well known in Nature. With her nought is cast
away as superfluous or useless, but she is for ever intent on reproducing and perfecting. .

. With her nothine' is barren or inert. Reproduction is her steadfast course, although the
product varies, according to conditions and forces. Thus, many creeping and swimming
things are brought to perfection by the very force of corruption, and are reborn as butter-
flies, or as beautiful winged insects glittering like stars and gems; and glorious with purple
and green and gold.”

Bacci, however, though an original thinker and a pleasing writer, did not exercise a
very extensive influence on the thought of his day. Similar views expressed by the theolo-
srian Erastus (h), an older contemporary, seem to have carried more weight, but it was left for

Van Helmont to introduce some order into the welter of ideas on putrefactions, ferments and
fermentation, contagion, generation, leaven and corruption, which prevailed at the begin*
ning of the seventeenth century.

[a) ANDREA BACCI. De naturali vinorum historia, de vinis Italia© ©t de convivus Antiquorum Libri Sep-
tem Acccesit de factitie et eerivisiis de totius Europae Vinis et de omni Vinorum usa.

Asooli, 1596.

(h) THOMAS ERASTUS. “ Disputatio de Putredine,” Basel, 1580, and other editions. Also the same writer’s
“ De Quibuedam Quaeetionibus ad Curationem Pestilentiae Pertinentibus” (dedicated to Conrad Gesner),
Zurich, 1565, and his “ Disputationum et Epistolarum volumen doctiesimum,” Zurich, 1574 and 1596.
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llelmont (1577-1644 (a) seized and developed the association between fermentation and
dig'estion. He regarded the course of nutrition as determined hy “ferments.” It is the function

of these ferments to convert or concoct dead food into living- tissue, lie goes, however, further,

and regards the vital processes themselves as due to these ferments, which thus appear indis-

tinguishahl,Q from the Archeus. The confusion is, after all, not vastly greater than the
mystery of the vital and chemical relationship of our modern unorganized ferments or

enzymes, the root idea of which is contained in llelniont’s works.

The doctrine of ferments was little further developed until the latter third of the seven-
teenth century, when a school of writers and investigators brought it more definitely into

relation with epidemics. Few of these writers are known to fame, the most distinguished of

them being .Tohn Mayow, .Jean Pascal, William Cole, Melchior Gender, and J. F.
Ih'ickelmann.

Mayow (1646-1679) (h), whose early death prevented the full display of his great powers,
introduces a conception of ferments as derived from animal spirits, hy which he reasons that
the ferment is derived from the animal economy and not extrinsically.

•lean Pascal (c) published in 1681 a work which is interesting as containing an early
suggestion of a distinction between the two types of organized and unorganized ferments.
Apart from the digestive ferments, he considers that there are yet others. When (he blood
becomes surcharged with the various secretions which disturb its normal functions, these
other ferments assist the body to rid itself of the injurious materials by a process which re-

distributes the particles of the deleterious substances and renders them harmless. Pascal,
who is obviously under the influence of Helmont, regards this latter type of ferment as due
to chemical changes, and he distinguishes between these bodily ferments, which he calls

fixed, and other ferments, such as those of wine and bread, which he calls volatile. His
fixed and volatile correspond partlv to our unorganized and organized ferments re.spectively.

The process of generation he regards as nearly comparable to the action of a volatile ferment.

William Cole (d), an obscure English writer of the school of Willis (c), claims mention
here for his good definition of a ferment as “ a body which, however small in hulk a-s compared
to the substance to which it is added, is yet able to so greatly excite the particles as to produce
the most marked changes.”

A group of writers on ferments also arose around J. F. Pdckelmann (/) at Leyden. Like
Pascal these writers came near to a distinction between organized and unorganized ferments.
They draw a line between fermentation and putrescence on the one hand and digestion and
concoction on the other. At about this date also were published the investigations of

Pever (y), Briinner (h), Sylvius (r), and de Graaf (j). This work threw light on the specificity

of the ferments of the different parts of the alimentary canal, and the distinction of these
from the volatile ferments was thus emphasized. The best and clearest view of the know-
ledge and literature of the day on this subject is, perhaps, contained in a little book by
^lelchior Geiider (1-) published in 1689. Gender’s book is dedicated to Pohert Boyle, who must
be regarded as a rather belated member of the same school.

Leaving for the moment conceptions of fermentation, we return asrain to a somewhat
earlier period of the seventeenth century, when the direct influence of the philosophy of Descartes

(c) JE.4N BAPTISTE VAN HELMONT. Ortus Meclicinae, being hie collected worke poethumously publielhed
by his son, FEANZ MERCURIALIS, in 1668.

{h) UOHN MAYOW. Tractatne Quinque Medico-Physici. 1674.
(c) JEAN PASCAL. La Nonvelle Decouverte et les Admirables Effets dee Fermens dans le corp.s humain.

Paris. 1681.

((7) WILLIAM COLE. Tractatus de Secretione Animali, Geneva, 1696, and earlier edition. Also Novae Hypo-
t'heeeoe ad Explicanda Febrium Intermittenfcem. London. 1693.

(e) THOMAS WILLIS. De Veneno Peetilentis natura et origine sen causis. Amsterdam, 1671. Aleo a treatise on
Fermentation, translated by S.P., 1681, and other vporks.

if) JOHAN FREDERICK BOECKELMANN sec A RAVEN De Vermibus Intestinorum. Leyden, 1675.

io) JOHAN CONRAD PEYER. Parerga anatomica et medica Geneva, 1681 and earlier editions.

Also Merycologia sive de Ruminantibus et Ruminatione Commentarius. Basel. 1685.

{h) JOANNES CONRAD BRUNNER. Experimenta nova circa pancreas. Accedit cTlatribe de lympha & genuina
panereatis usu. Amsterdam, 1683. Also theses read before him by G. F. Franck von Franckenau, Exercitatio
de Glandulis. 1687, and J. A. Sebizins, Exercitationum pathologicarnm Strassburg Tomiis prior,

1674. The work on “ Glandula duodeni seu Pancreas secundarium ” with which Brunner’s name has since
become connected was not published until 1715.

{{) FRANCIS DE LA BOE (Sylvius). Disputationum Medicarum decas in Opera Medica. Amsterdam. 1680.

(j) REGNIER DE GRAAF. Tractatus anatomico-medicus de succi pancreatici natura et usu. Leyden 1671, and
Opera Omnia, 1677.

(t) MEI.CHIOR FREDERICK GEUDER. Diatribis de Fermentis. Paris, 1689.
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was still reig’ning' supremo. By far the most philosopliical writer who came at least to some
extent under this influence was our own William Harvey. Unfortunately, in his printed

writing's, at least Harvey gave very little attention to our subject, although several passages

{a) suggest a line of thought which seem® about to lead to a “vitalistic” solution of the problem
of infection. Thus, in one of his letters to Naldi, dated November 30th 1653, (6) he wrote,
“ Among other things that delighted me greatly in your book was that part where i see you
ascribe plague almost to the same efficient as I do, animal generation.” Closely associated

with Harvey was his friend and intimate. Sir George Ent, who, under the influence of

microscopical discoveries, appears about the same date to have definitely accepted the view
of infection being conveyed by minute organisms.

The earliest writer who succeeded in uniting the various threads which we have so far

traced was August Hauptmann, who, in 1650, issued at Frankfort a little painphlet of twenty-
three pages, entitled “ Epistola Praeliminaris, Tractatui de viva mortis imag'ine” (c), dedicat-

ing it to Pierre Jean Fabre, physician to Pope Innocent X. Fabre had himself some years

previously set forth a view of the reproduction of corruptions in the form of fevers. Haupt-
mann, however, passed far beyond this. He considered that fevers were caused by minute
animalcules of the nature and form either of worms or of their eggs. These worms and eggs
are invisible, but widespread, and are the cause of malignant fevers and of contagious
diseases. He sums up that “very minute and almost invisible animalcules are the cause of

all deaths in men and animals. The creatures are minute wormlets beyond the reach of the
unaided senses. They form their own tiny bodies from certain kinds of very subtle

corruption.”

Hauptmann’s illustrations are less happy than his generalizations. He assures us that
“animalcules (cridones sive Drancunculi), insects, moths, and little corroding malignant
worms and acari swarm in the discharges and humours of measles, scabies, and smallpox,
and both give rise to the lesions and cause their rupture. All these kinds of insects,”

he says, “may be regarded as different kinds of death.” Although Hauptmann’s language
was obscure, his knowledge slight and his attitude credulous, he really added a new con-
ception to science, and must be regarded as one of the founders, though but a humble one,
of modern pathology. He exercised a small, though definite, influence on the generation that
immediately followed him.

The next writer, and one of the most important with whom we have to deal,
is the Jesuit father, Athanasius Kircher, who is sometimes regarded as the father
of the germ theory of disease. Kircher was one of those writers far more
esteemed by his contemporaries than by later generations, but at least the in-
dustry of the author of several shelves-full of learned books may still excite
our wonder. In most of his works Kircher is completely uncritical and lacking in
judgment, though he displays some originality and vast power of absorbing knowledge. In
the “Scrutinium Physico-medicum Pestis,” however, he shows genuine insight, and gains a
clear, though distorted, view of organisms of minute size acting as the vehicle of contagion.
There seems no reasonable doubt that he did use the microscope a great deal, though
how he succeeded in finding time to do so, with his endless preoccupations, must remain a
mvstery.

_

Although he speaks constantly of living and moving organisms in the blood and
other fluids, it seems probable that the phenomena observed by him were really blood cor-
puscles. As regards organisms such as Infusoria on the other hand, some of which are
within the bounds of unaided vision, it appears to us probable that he long preceded
Leeuwenhoeck.

Although the principle of the compound microscope was known to Kircher, he used, for
the most part, the simple form of the instrument adopted by his younger contem-
porary, Malpighi. In 1646 he published his “Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae,” in which he
describes the simple instrument that he used, and states that it was given him by Cardinal
Giovanni Carlo, son of Cosimo Medici II.

His work on the pest appeared in 1658. It is by no means easy to give a quotation from
that work without tearing it from its context, and so distorting the always hazy, but never
shallow ineaning. It is indeed practically impossible to translate Kircher, for the Latin cir-
cumlocution, the parentheses within parentheses, and the juxtaposition of mutually destruc-
tive points of view seem part of the man. It is quite easy to take isolated passages from
the book which would appear to set forth the theory with great definiteness, but to do so

[a) Especially in his “ Exercitationee de generatione animalium.” London, 1651.
(ft) See “ The Works of William Harvey,” by Dr. Robert Willie. London, 1647.
(c) The work to which this was a preliminary was never issued.
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would be to misiuteri)ret the iiatuie of Kirchei’s mind, and to attribute to biui a philoso-

phic definiteness that he by no means possessed. The followino' passages which contain
many of the current doctrines of the day, furnish, we believe, a fair example of his habi-
tual mental attitude.

“Air can he considered as to its essence or as to its accide-ntal properties, and also as to its

]n-operties acquired as a result of deterioration—properties called by the Greeks miasmata,
ily nature air like fire, is pixre, hut damp vapours, fog, etc., corrupt it, aiul are wafted
with it to the detriment of plants and animals. Also after earthquakes, noxious vapours
from the crevasses iufect plants, which infect animals, which finally infect men with the
plague, the contagion at each stage being absorbed with the food.

“ For when holes and caves are rent open by the yawning of the earth, is it not likely

that these infect the ground and so transmit the poison to plants, roots of herbs, fruitful

trees, flowers and fruits, wlience innumerable harmful little creatures are engendered. The
infected vegetabilia being taken by animals for food, man himself in his turn is reg’aled with
the flesh of the infected animals, and thus his blood is corrupted and the deadly weapon
forged.

“ The enemy who has u])set the fortress which is built up of the natural heat and moisture
(I.C., the inward spirit of life, the very heart of mankind, the Archeus), this enemy remains
Avithin, and effects an entire change. This change springs from different seeds throngdi
which the pxitrefaction is matured, which putrefaction destroys life, and Avhen the body is

dead flows out, distributing the disastrous poison far and wide.

“ Plague, now become a transmitted putrefaction, works its evil way not only throngdi the
four elements, but also by means of its hidden .seeds of deadly nature, and so it is no wonder
tluit remarkable symptoms result.

“ For corruption forces its way into the body through the impaction of tliese little poisonous
corpuscles, and drives out the natural heat, v'do the terrible disease takes its fir.st origin
from one or sei’eral victims who are first seized with it. Thus, as we have said, one cause
of the plague is the outwardly corrupted air, and when this air reaches the lungs and is

sent thence to the inward members, there is strife between the o])posing sx>irits until the
])oisonous and baneful elements overcome the beneficial.

“ Poisonous corruption, having expelled the natural warmth, is the sole cause of conta-
gion . . . for it giims rise to an evil breath, which is exhaled into the air, cari’ying

with it the poisonous coiqiuscles. . . . These corpuscles are minute, and are the really
noisonous part of the breath, for they are very adherent, and at once attach themselves to the
bedclothes . . . and to the garments of the by.standers . . . cling’ to the hands,
and even insinuate themselves into the A*ery pores . . . and cause the commencement
of an epidemic.

“ Thus, then, every A’estige of living spirit and of inward heat being drh’en forth only
putrescence remains, and this so works upon the members that the carcase becomes a mass of

putrefaction, in which are hidden the true seeds of the plague. These seeds, produced and
occasioned partly bv forces within the body and partly from the outward evil vapours
themseh’es, constantly emanate poisonous corpuscles, and the greater the A’enomous nower
of these, the further will the contagion spread. At first these corp'nscles are lifeless. When,
hnwerer. they receive the outward heat from previon.sly contaminated air, then each and every
one of these countless minnte bodies becomes chanaed into a little invisible icorm. The
poisonous exhalation can now no lonyer be reyarded as lifeless, but has become a liviny

effluence.”

The passage will be seen to be very similar in places to the one we have quoted above from
Fallopius. Kircher’s attention had been repeatedlv directed to the appearance of organised
bodies in fermented substances, in blood, cheese, etc., and to the supposed power of putrefac-
tion to generate worms. It might at fir.st, therefore, be supnosed that he shared the normal
A'iews of his age on the subiect of spontaneous generation. It is characteri.stic. howei^er, of

hie labyrinthine methods that he is nuite capable of holding, without discomposure, diverse

and contradictorv views on any subject. Thus, we find in his ivork passages which fore-

shadow our modern conception of universal biogenesis.

“Nothing Ihung,” he says, “can be nourished except by what was once itself living.

You may say you have seen .such things happen, but I say to you that of their very nature
nothing living could come from them, but only from the seeds of growing and sensitive life

mixed with them and afterwards combined with damp and heat.”
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Kirclier’s views immediately attracted much atteution in every country in

Europe. In Germany, within a year of the publication of the “Scrutinium Pestis,”
the volume found an editor in Christian Lange, the elder (1G19-16G2), of Leipsig,
(a). Lange, in a credulous work (b), which saw the light two years previously, had already
faintly suggested the theory. He now seized eagerly on Kirclier’s views, editing his work
with an enthusiastic preface of his own (1G59), and later bringing out a third edition in Ger-
man (c). It was thus largely through his advocacy that the views of Kircher gained wider
notice. Lange extended the idea of a living contagion to other diseases besides the plague.
He was one of the earliest to introduce the microscope into practical medicine, and he espe-
cially claimed to have found organisms in the sputum of phthisical patients. These organisms
were in all probability pus corpuscles. Lange’s work is also to be read in the theses of
his pupils. Among these was one Macasio, who, as early gs IGGO, set forth the doctrine of the
specificity of infectious organisms (d), a doctrine which was further elaborated by Lange
himself in his “Pathologia Animata” (e).

A new development of scientific thou.o-ht is almost always evolved independently from
more than one centre, and priority of publication becomes larg’ely a matter of accident.

There were thus several who followed hard on Kircher’s heels. Gerard Blasius, Professor of

Medicine at Amsterdam, reached conclusions very similar to those of Kircher and Lange (f)

at almost the same date, and gathered around him a small school. In the same vear as the
publication of Kircher’s book there anpeared also a publication by one Senguerdius (p), in

which ^ chapter devoted to “Minima Naturae” contains similar ideas developed
under strong Cartesian influence. In Italy the Jesuit father had numerous followers, of

whom the most worthy of notice are Lana (h) and Gastaldi (i). In England, also, his doc-

trine found adherents, among them being such well-known names as Charleton, Ent (j),

and Slare (Jc). That foul-mouthed father of modern .iournalism, Marohamont Nedham, also

wrote a confused but interesting work in support of the same doctrine (1).

After the nublication of Kircher’s views it was naturally not long before the lesions

of that most truly contagious of all diseases, Svphilis, were explored to demonstrate the
existence of organisms in the discharge. The first of these researches known to us, carried
on by means of the microscope, was published in 1G7G, when a. physician, named Guide
stated that, in conjunction with Bourdelot. the medical attendant to the Queen of Sweden,
he had seen a kind of insect by means of the microscope in luetic ulcers (m). “These little

animals,” he adds, “have the appearance and slow movement of snails,” and this, he
considers, explaiins why it is that in the miajor-pox the infection is bv contact alone, whereas
in small-pox. with its flying germs, the infection may be through the air. Guide, however,
adopting a view which we meet again and again for the next two hundred years, regards
these

“
insects ” not as the cause but as the efFect of the disease.

The theory in those days, as in these, had its fantastic developments, and a number of

writers were seized with a .sort of vermicular obsession. None of them, perhaps, was more
quaint than the erudite Paullinl, the author of “ Cynograpliia Curiosa ” (1G8.5). In that
work, and in many others', he gives rein to his strange mediaeval fancy, and lets loose on
his reader whole kennels full of perverted learning. He sees worms everrTvhere, bo'th in health
ahd disea.Sie, in the hair, eves, ears, nostrils, teeth, trachea, breast, heart, lungs, semen,
urine. The fermentation of yeast is alive and full of little worms, and these little creatures

fa) CHRISTIAN LANGE. A Kircheri Scrutinium pestis cum praefatione, D.C.L. Leipsig, 1659.

(6) CHRISTIAN LANGE. Miscellanea curiosa medica. Leipsig, 1656.

(c) CHRISTIAN LANGE. A Kirclieri Natiirliche und Medizinaliscihe Durchgriindung der leidigen
aneteckenden Sucht AugS'burg, 1680.

{d) JOHAN CENTURIO MACASIO. Pathologiae Animatae Specimen. Leipsig, 1660. Thesis read before
ChTistian Lange, tihe elder.

(p) CHRISTIAN LANGE. Patbologia Animata. eeu animadversiones in pathologiam Spagirican. 1688.

if) 'Gerard BLASIUS /^ep Two Dissertations of C. DE VOGEL Disnutatio de Peste—prior et posterior.
Amsterdam'. 1663. Similar views were reached later by CORNELIUS BONTEKOE, another pupil of Blasius.

(p) ARNOLD SENGUERDIUS. Physicae Exercitatione.s. Amsterdam, 16t>8.

f/d FRANCESCO LANA. Prodromo dell’ Arte Maestra. Trattata dei Cannocohiali, 1684.

(i) GERONIMO GASTALDI (Cardinal). Tractatus de avertenda et profliganda peste, politico-legalis. Bologna,
1684.

ij) WALTER CHARLETON and SIR GEORGE ENT had apparently accepted Kircher’s views in 1665-6. Scp
Birch’s History of the Royal Society, Vol. II, p. 69.

ik) FREDERICK SLARE in' Phil. Trans. XIII., 1683 p. 93.

il) MfARCHAMONT) NfEDHAM). Medela Medicinae. A plea for the free profession London, 1665.

(m) SIEUR LE GUIDE. Traite de la Nature du Mall Venerien. Paris, 1676. In the form of a letter to Bourdelot.
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are tlie cause of plitliisis, piierpera] fever, STveatin" sickness, measles, small-pox, and cancer,

to say nothing" of headache, hevifchment, convulsions, and all the evils that Pandora’s hox
contained. “And are not worms.’ he asks, “the instruments of God’s just anger? Was
not the maHna that the Israelites ate in the desert, also verminous? Did not the. gourd of

•Tonah become a victim of worms, as was also the wretched hodj^ of the wicked Antiochus?
Even the g-reat King of Israel was pursued by the same fate, for it is said :

‘ Behold, I am
a worm and no man.’ ”

Views such as those of Paullini form, of course, but a caricature of the position of his

more sober and scientific contemporaries : they are quoted as affording a good example of

the kind of expression which threw discredit on the whole microbic theory of disease, and
led to a retrograde movement, which extended from about the year 1725 until well into

the nineteenth centur}’.

A more judicious supporter of the theory was Theodore Kerckring, who published his
“ Spicilegium Anatomicum” at Amsterdam in 1G70. Kerckring had conge in contact with
the philosopher and speotacle-maker, Spinoza, who, he says had given him a splendid micro-
scope. “ Doctors,” he considered, “ should use every possihle aid to diagnosis, and an
excellent one is the microscope, which is now made hetter than ever before. With its

aid,” he says, “it is easy to see the intestine as well as the liver and other solid organs
swarming with innumerable minute animalcula. One hardly knows whether these corrupt
the body by their incessant motion or whether they preserve it.” Here is an advance in

pathology in a direction similar to that made by Malpighi and Leeuwenhoeck, whose epoch-
making- work was appearing- at about this time. Immense, however, as was the influence of
these two latter writers in displacing- the doctrine of spontaneous generation, and drawing
attention to the minute structure of the organs and demonstrating the multiplicity of micro-
scopic life, they hardly directly touched the theorv" with which we are at the moment
cmicemed.

The advent of views so novel and so imperfectly demonstrated as Kircher’s was bound
to draw ample criticism. As we have already pointed out, this in large measure took the
form of regarding- the minute organisms as the result rather than the cause of disease,

^fany others, as, for example, Kathaniel Hodges, who wrote an excellent work on the plagiie
of London, engaged in a naive search for macroscopic insects in the excreta and discharges of

the sick, a search which had naturally negative resTilts (r/). Among the unscientific adher-
ents of the theory we may also mention the novelist, Daniel Defoe (h).

The progress of scientific knowledge has been compared to the erection of a great build-
ing in which no part of the general structure can go far without due attention being given
to the other parts. Although the doctrine of spontaneous generation is compatible with a

belief in living contagion, this latter belief conld not be largely developed until a more sound
idea had been attained of the origin of living^ things. For the establishment of this truer

view it was first necessary to demolish existing errors, a.nd so we find the main part of this

work done by men of sceptical and destructi''’e rather than experimental and constructive

minds. Thus, it comes about that no chapter in the history of science exhibits more happily
the need of the scholar in the scientific economy.

Towards the middle of the seventeenth century—the most learned portion of what was
essentially fhe learned century—appeared a number of writers who combined to an unusual
degree a knowledge of the past with an interest in the progress of material science. The
combination of the two sources yield a special type of scientific doubt associated with a rare

power of expression. Such writers were really exceedingly numerous at the period, but we
will mention only two typical examples, who strangely resembled each other in many ways,

the Italian, Francesco Bedi. and OTir own Sir Thomas Browne. Both w-ere poets and stylists

fthough one used verse and the other prose as his mediumV both were scholars, both observers,

and both realized fully the meaning of their own simple experiments, although this side of

Browne’s work has been iinfairly neglected. Both were loyal sons of the Church intp which
they were horn. In both a peculiar intellectual conservati.sni and aloofness was combined
with mental qrialities which should give them a place in the history of science. We must
not further pursue the analogy. Bedi, to whom is attribiited the honour of having slain the

doctrine of spontaneous generation, was really only one member, albeit doubtless the most
valuable of a considerable school. Since, however, tradition has bound up the name of Bedi

(rt) NATHANIEL HODGES, Loimologia
; or an Historical Account of the plague in London in 166,5

by J. Quinoey, M.D. London, 1720.

(6) DANIEL DEFOE (H. F.). I.Jonrnal of the Plague Year Londo.n, 1720.
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and tlie theory that we are discussing we must for the moment leave it there. It is certain

that one of his greatest merits is an extraordinary clearness and exactness in the use of

language. Eedi was not himself addicted to the use of the microscope, though he was aware
of some of its revelations, and his own war against spontaneous generation must, therefore, be
regarded as a brilliant generalization on analogical reasoning rather than a true induction on
an experimental basis. Indeed, both on the subject of intestinal parasites as well as on the
subject of galls, he shows signs of weakening in doctrine. His attitude towards galls

auuears to us inferior to that of his contemporary, Malpighi. It was rather the patient
and exact observations of Leeuwenhoeck on the generation and development of the flea and
of the eel that gave an acceptable turn to the views which Eedi propounded.

Until Eedi’s time the belief in equivocal generation was universal. The real work of

his school is summed up by saying that they left the best scientific opinion of the world
biased against the belief, the exceptions being classed among those things for which an explana-
tion must be sought rather than those things that were inexplicable. Neither the doctrine
of a contagium vivum nor the allied doctrine of the specificity of infections could find a firm
intellectual basis while the doctrine of spontaneous generation was in the ascendant.

At the turn of the seventeenth century the minute structure of the body of man and of

animals was being industriously studied, and the work of Malpighi and Leeuwenhoeck was
being extended by Euysch, Eegnier de Graaf, Hartsoeker, Borelli, Swammerdam, and many
others. Accumulating discoveries gave a stimulus to theoretical writing, and the first twenty-
five years of the eighteenth century are, of all periods before Pasteur, the most fertile in works
bearing on the subject of our essay.

In 1700 Nicholas Andry (a) brought out an essay on worms in the human body. Andry
was a credulous and indifferent writer, whose work has di:p.wn far more attention than it

deserves. His accounts and figures of worms are often ridiculous, and sometimes copied
without acknowledgment from earlier writers. Like many before him, he confuses micro-
scopic organisms—which he regards as the cause of infection—with macroscopic worms, and
he falls into the ancient pitfall of spontaneous generation. Very different from this was the
splendid work of Lancisi (b). Working in a malarious country, he clearly grasped a rela-

tionship between gnats and malarial fever. He traced accurately the course of development
and life history of these pernicious insects, and he came very near modern views on the
nature of malarial and plague infections. Accepting the view that minute creatures are
related to infection, he suggests that worms or insects are but the carriers of the true
ulague, and that such diseases arise not from worms or insects themselves nesting in our
blood, but from the “ organic effluvia ” carried by them which “ferment” within us. As to

the exact nature of the “organic effluvia” or “ferments,” Lancisi suspends judgment until

wider and more careful microscopic experiments are made, although he is well aware that
the uower of spontaneous multiplication presented by these “ferments” partakes of the
nature of life. Lancisi thus represents the high-water mark of philosophical speculation
before the actual demonstration of the real organic cause of febrile disease. Throughout the
eighteenth century current views of infection are usually inferior to his, and, although some
writers, aided by a lucky guess, reached nearer the modern view, nevertheless Lancisi
represents the best opinion philosophically attained.

Several other contemporary writers were, liowever, able to advance the theory to which
new observations on the organism of scabies gave a fresh impetus. The itch mite had been
already figured as long ago as 1682 by Ettmuller (c). The work had been disregarded, but
the publication of the well-known correspondence between Bonomo and Eedi, on the one
hand, and Gestoni and Yallisnieri (d) on the other, brought the cause of the disease into notice.

Vallisnieri (e) and his school soon seized on the analogy between scabies and the febrile diseases.

(a) NICHOLAS ANDRY DE BOISREGARD. De la generation des Vers dans le corps de rhomme, avec trok
lettree sur le sujet des Vers ; les deux premieres par N. Hartsoeker, et I’autre par G. Baglivi.

Paris, 1700.

(6) GIOVANNI MARIA LANCISI. De Noxiis Paludum Effluviis. Geneva, 1718, and previous works.
(c) MICHAEL ETTMULLER in Acta Eruditorum. Leipsig, 1682.

(cZ) For a modern account of this coriespondence see M. H. F. Fuerstenberg, Die Kratzmilben der Menschen
und Thiere. Leipsig, 1861.

(e) ANTONIO VALLISNIERI (the Elder). Dialoghe sopra la euriosa origine di molti insetti. Venice,
1700. Nuove osservationi alTovaja scoperta ne’vermi tondi deH’uomo Padua, 1713. Con-
siderazioni ed esperienzc intorno alia generazione de vermi ordinari del oorpo umano. Padua, 1710. Lettere
cribiche contra le opere del Sig. Andry Venice, 1721, and other works. See also Opere,
fisico-mediche 3 vole. Venice, 1733.
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and drew the obvious conclusion. Tallisnieri obtained a good view of the corpuscles of the
blood, and was, as we believe, the first to see both white and red corpuscles. He has also the

merit of clearly realizing that the minute organisms which he believed to be the actual cause
of infection were of an altogether different nature to the microscopic animalcula with
which he wms acquainted. He appears, however, like numbers before and after him, to have
regarded the corpuseles of the blood as the cause of disease. A similar error was made by
llaiberti (a), who regarded the spermatozoa as the efficient agent of syphilis.

Passing over a large number of writers who gave various presentations of our theory with
varying degrees of success, we come to the year the date of the famous outbreak of

plague at Marseilles. At that time Europe had long beQii free from that scourge, and the

approach of the ancient enemy of the human race raised universal apprehension and
interest. A vast literatiire arose on the subject in the language of every \Yestern country,

and numerous were the measures suggested to prevent the spread of the disease. At
the same time there was a large amount of speculative activity directed towards establishing

a workable hypothesis as to the nature of the infection, and we find the years 1720-1725

peculiarly rich in this type of publication. From among this large literature we shall select

only three names for discussion, the Englishmen, Benjamin Marten and llichard Bradley,

ami the Frenchman, J. B. Goiffou. The first we will dismiss in a few words, as we have
already given an account of his work elsewhere (6). More by luck than by wit he
succeeded in evolving a most reasonable theory of the nature of consumption, in which there is

even to this day little to correct. He was, so far as one can see, devoid of originality, but his

solitary work shows him to have had well-developed, selective, and critical powers, which
enabled him to piece together the best elements in the writings of others.

In 1721, the year after the appearance of Marten’s work, appeared a small hook on “The
Plague at Marseilles,” by Pichard Bradley (c). This work we regard as, on the whole, the
best attempt to solve the problem of the nature of infection of any writer previous to Pasteur.
Less iDhilosophical than either Lancisi or Tallisnieri, he had the advantage of writing at a
slightly later date, when the theories put forward l)y the two brilliant Italians were still

in men’s minds. The solution arrived at by Bradley is not (piite as complete as that of Marten. On
tlie other hand, he shows vastly more first-hand knowledge, and his views are better reasoned
and less the result of accident than those of his contemporary. Bradley is a greatly
neglected writer, and even a])art from his views on plague, he is one wPo well repays study.

He was a botanist, and certainly had inklings of the ]>art that insects play in the fertilization

of plants, as well as of the sex character of flowers. It was the epidemics of macroscopic
insects in plants that gave Bradley the clue to the nature of infection, just as it was his

knowledge of the Acarus Scabiei that helped Marten to his views.

The last, and perhaps the most remarkable, of the little group was Jean Baptiste Goitfon
(1G58-1730). Goiffon was chief of the Board of Health at Marseilles at the time of the
plague. Independently of the two English writers we have quoted, he arrived at a closely

similar view of living contagion, and his works gave rise to considerable literature (d).

From this time onward the history of the theory throughout the eighteenth century is

one of progressive degradation— a process assisted by the publication of several absurd books
in its support. The excellent work on “Antiseptics,” by Pringle and his followers, about
the middle of the century, hardly comes within our purview. The theoi“;v’ had a silver age
iinder Plenciz (e) and the Vienna School about 1700, and was travestied by Linnaeus if) and
his pupils, who regarded infectious diseases as caiised by different types of Acarus. Scuderi {g),

(n) J. H. RAIBERTI. Dissertatio medica de morbis venereis. Rome, 1722.

(h) BENJAMIN MARTEN. A new theory of consumptions London, 1720. Nee CHARLES SINGER,
in IJanus, February, 1911, and Lancet, March, 1911.

(c) RICHARD BRADLEY. The Plague at Marseilles considered London, 1721. Another edition in

the same year at Dublin.
(d) JEAN BAPTISTE GOIFFON. Avertissement in “ Observations faites eur la Peste qui regne a present a

Marseille et dans la Provence ’’ by Bertrand Lyon, 1721, also “ Relation et Dissertation sur la Peste
du Gevaudan.” Lyon, 1722.

(e) MARCUS ANTONIUS PLENCIZ. Opera Medico Physica Contagii Morborum Ideam Novam,
Vienna, 1762.

(f) LINNAEUS, see “ Fauna Sueeica,” 1746, also MICHAEL BAECKNER in Thesis “ Insectorum,” Holm, 1752,
and JOHANNES NYANDER in Thesis “Exanthemata Viva.” UpsaJa, 1757.

(f/) FRANCISCO MARIA SCUDERI. De Vario'larum Morborumque contagiosorum Naples, 1789.
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in Italy, towards the end of the century, set forth the view' with some force, but we believe

it is true to say, that from the year 1725 nothing' of real value on the subject appeared until the

independent development of the theory by the group of nineteenth-century w^riters, of whom
Pasteur is the crowming glory.

Our theory therefore presents the interesting phenomenon of being at least three times
revived within the course of history—firstly, among the ancients of classical antiquity, with
whom our time has not permitted us to deal; secondly, among the investigators towards the
end of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth century; and for the third time in

the modern period.
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